AGA KHAN MUSEUM SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Our school programs are offered onsite, virtually and pre-recorded.
**Early Learning (Ages 2–5)**

**Telling Stories (one hour)**
Students will enjoy stories inspired by the Museum Collections, visit the galleries, and create their own masterpieces based on the stories they have explored.

**Primary (Grades K–3)**

**Pattern Play**
One-hour Gallery tour: students will examine various patterns and motifs found within the Muslim world through the Museum Collections.

One-hour workshop: students will create and design their own clay tiles inspired by the Museum Collections.

**Calligraphy**
One-hour Gallery tour: students will explore the ways in which the Islamic world uses beautiful writing to communicate and decorate surfaces.

One-hour workshop: students will use pencils and colouring materials to create their own calligraphy inspired by the Museum Collections.
**Pattern Play**
One-hour Gallery tour: students will examine various patterns and motifs found within the Muslim world through the Museum Collections.

One-hour Workshop: students will create and design their own clay tiles inspired by the Museum Collections.

**Silk Route Adventures**
One-hour Gallery tour: students will examine objects that travelled on or were inspired by goods found along the Silk Route as they learn about the role that trade plays in cross-cultural connections.

One-hour workshop: students will explore how luxury goods, languages, resources, and cultures were shared and traded in the ancient world. They will have the opportunity to play the Museum’s custom-made board game, which simulates life along the silk road.

**Miniature Painting**
One-hour Gallery tour: students will learn about miniature paintings found in the Museum Collections.

One-hour workshop: students will experiment with traditional Mughal miniature painting techniques as they create their own paintings inspired by objects in the Museum Collections.
High School (Grades 9–12)

Geometric Pattern
One-hour Gallery tour: this tour will focus on the geometric patterns and designs found within the Museum Collections.

One-hour workshop: students will learn how to read geometric designs before creating two of their own using a compass, ruler, and pencil.

Silk Routes Adventures
One-hour Gallery tour: students will examine objects that travelled on or were inspired by goods found along the Silk Route as they learn about the role that trade plays in cross-cultural connections.

One-hour workshop: students will barter and trade with one another in a simulation activity that will provide them with a deeper understanding of the Silk Routes.

The Chemistry of Pigment
One-hour Gallery tour: students will take part in a tour highlighting scientific achievements and innovations.

One-hour Workshop: students will create their own natural pigments from a variety of materials while learning about how artists applied the scientific method to create their own paints.
World of Fashion
One-hour Gallery tour: this tour of our Museum Collections Gallery will explore a variety of artifacts, from luxury items to textiles, highlighting cross-cultural exchange, trade along the Silk Route, and the impact that geography had on design.

One-hour workshop: students will design a lavish garment for a historical ruler in a friendly competition where they must navigate materials, the taste of their assigned ruler, and their budgets to create something truly fit for the royal court.
BOOK YOUR NEXT VISIT

For enquires and booking please email: learn@agakhanmuseum.org or scan the QR code.

Visit our website: agakhanmuseum.org/forms/school-booking-form.html
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